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PART 1: Analysis
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Appendix 1.1: Interview slides
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Appendix 1.3: User surveyAppendix 1.2: User survey
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Appendix 1.4: UR/PS

See external PDF “URPS”
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Cultural exploration
Intro
In an effort to investigate the cultural background and behaviours surrounding 
neurosurgeons and neurosurgery more generally, this chapter aims to 
answer questions about the historical background, the representation of the 
neurosurgeon in current media, in the west compared to eastern hemisphere etc. 

Method
To achieve a somewhat complete image of the cultural background of 
neurosurgery, a historical overview was made, after which some specific topics 
from this overview were selected and elaborated on.

Results
History
The history of (neuro)surgery is summarised in the figure on the next page, 
organised in the categories brain surgery/science, microneurosurgery, 
neuroendoscopic surgery, anaesthesia, antisepsis, hemostasis. 
It is visible that there have been an increasing amount of developments in all 
areas, but especially in the areas of microscopic and endoscopic surgery. Most of 
the events listed in the figure are initiated by one person. They’re all men, there 
was no mention of women in the historical reviews that were analysed.
These men are all described as courageous individuals who all swam upstream, 
in an attempt to improve lives of their patients. We all thank the current solutions 
to their hard-headedness, but the way it all is described seems somewhat lop-
sided. In the end, these people were also just experimenting, in times there was 
no informed consent in place. In times where surgery was a way to entertain the 
public. 
However, they were pioneers, regardless of the sacrifices. We can’t ask them 
about their intentions, but we should assume they were good, as they had no 
way to predict the outcomes of their efforts. The Hippocratic school was the first 
to document their findings concerning severity of brain injury and which surgical 
approach was appropriate (460–c.370 B.C.) [84] [85]. The renaissance caused 

dramatic improvement, where authors like Vesalius and da Carpi published 
anatomical texts with illustrations. From then on, publications on anatomy and 
specifically brain injury kept developing. [85] [86] 
It is impossible to sketch the picture of the typical brain surgeon without taking 
into account the history of neurosurgery. This history was presented in the 
timeline. The following quote summarises it very nicely:
“First and second generation neurosurgeons, without subspecialization or robust 
imaging/diagnostic technology, were by necessity self-taught innovators who 
developed many techniques that continue to be utilized today. These advances 
from individual brilliant minds were enhanced by collaboration with other local 
surgeons and specialists.” [87] 

(In)equality
In the database of CBS, the age and gender distribution in neurosurgeons was 
investigated. In 2017, 120 men were employed as a neurosurgeon, as opposed to 
20 women [88]. 25 women were educated as neurosurgeon, 5 more than in 2016. 
However, the majority was below 40 at that time, which predicts a trend that in 
the new generations, the gender distribution will become more equal.
 
 

Appendix 1.6: Cultural studyAppendix 1.5: Questions hospital purchaser
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PART 2: Synthesis
MICROSCOPIC SURGERY

BRAIN SURGERY & SCIENCE

ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY

ANAESTHESIA

ANTISEPSIS

HEMOSTASIS

3000 BC: First cases
of trephination

1500 BC: First cases
of cranioplasty

<16th century:
Boiling oil & hot cautery 

Mid 16th century:
Ligatures 

1665: First (unsuccessful)
blood transfusion

1900: Discovery
of blood groups

1926: First use of
electrocautery

Before 1700:
wine & opium

18th & 19th century:
�rst use of anaesthetic

1798: Discovery
of laughing gas

1842: First procedure under
general anaesthesia (ether)

1847: Discovery
of chloroform

1860: isolated cocaine,
 the �rst local anesthetic

1920’s: Developement  of 
endotracheal anaesthetics 
+ oxygen delivery

1934: Sodium thiopental,
the �rst intravenous anesthetic

From 1950’s: continuous
stream of new anaesthetics

5-10th century: 
Rejectionof old
dogma of asepsis

1516:  ‘Miasms’, infecting
particles from the air,
air was prevented from
getting into wounds 1680: Discovery of

microorganisms with
new microscope

Mid 1800s: surgical mortality
due to postoperative sepsis
remained nearly 50%

1840: Introduction
of chlorinated water
hand washing

1860: Pasteurisation 1900: Proof of germ theory,
start of making medical
equipment sterile

500 BC: Brain functions
localised in ventricles by
psychic pneuma

130-200: Three cell theory;
ventricles with dedicated function

16th century: Brain parenchyma
itself identi�ed as functional

1800s: Phrenology
simultaneously: localisation
by stimulation

1885: First use of localisation to 
remove tumor from spine

1889: First removal of 
pituitary tumor through
temporal craniotomy 

~1912: �rst right frontal
osteoplastic �ap approach

1914: Frontotemporal
craniotomy with strong
headlight (complications)

From the 1920’s: 
Developements; visualisation,
illumination, magni�cation etc.

Mid 1800’s: 
Improvement of
the microscope

Late 1600’s: invention
of the �rst modern
microscope 1893: First binocular

microscope

1921: First surgical �eld
(otolaryngology) to adopt
true surgical microscopes

1922: First microscope
with lightsource (still limited)

1950’s: The OPMI 1,
the �rst widely adopted
surgical microscope

<16th century 18th centuryBefore christ Late 20th centuryEarly 20th century Late 19th centuryEarly 19th century 16-17th century

1910:  �rst
neuroendoscopic
procedure on a neonate.

1922: First endoscopic 
view of the ventricular system

1923: First endoscopic 
third ventriculostomy

1960s: Improvement
of illumination & lenses,
further adoptation

Early 1500’s: Publications
anatomical texts s
upplemented with 
illustrations
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Appendix 2.2: Handle ideationAppendix 2.1: MatLab Simulation tip variables
clear;
L=3;
lvalues=[];
lvalues2=[];
lmin = 9999999;
lmax = 0;
lsom = 0 ;
l=0; %sw
counter=0;
unreachable = 0;
unreachabletrue = 0;
reachablel = [];
reachabletrue = [];
ltip = 7.3;
ltruevalues = [];

for a = -80:10:80
    rowvalues=[];
    for b = 1:1:40 %sw
       rowvalues= [rowvalues,a];%rowvalues= 
[rowvalues,a,b]; %s        
       for xt = -10:1:30
            xb=L*sind(b);
            l=-xb+xt/(sind(b+a));
            
            lhalf = l - ltip;
            th = 0.5*(180-a);
            phi = 90 - th;
            ltrue = 2*((pi*(lhalf/tand(phi))*phi)/180)+L+ltip;
            ltruevalues = [ltruevalues, ltrue’];
            
            yb=-L*cosd(b);
            yt=yb-l*cosd(b+a);
            
            if (abs(l) ~= Inf) && ~isnan(l) %sw l kon ook nog 

-Inf en NaN zijn 
                %l ~= Inf
                l = abs(l);
                if l < lmin 
                    lmin = l;
                end
                if l > lmax 
                    lmax = l;
                end
                if l + L >= 16 %|| l<7
                    unreachable = unreachable + 1;
                else
                    reachablel = [reachablel, l’];
                end
                
                if ltrue >= 10
                    unreachabletrue = unreachabletrue + 1;
                else
                    reachabletrue = [reachabletrue, ltrue’];
                end
                    
                
                counter=counter+1;
                lsom=lsom+l;
                %totall = L + l ;
                
                
               % if totall < 13
                 rowvalues = [rowvalues, l’]; 
                 lvalues2 = [lvalues2, l’];
                       % end
             
            else
                % igv niet gedefinieerd (NaN) of oneindig (+ 
of - Inf)

                % vullen met -1
                 rowvalues = [rowvalues, -1]; 
                 lvalues2 = [lvalues2, -1];
               
            end %l ~= inf
            
        end %for xt END OF CORRECT CODE
        
   
        lvalues=[lvalues;rowvalues];
        
        %lbendvalues= [lbendvalues;rowvalues];
        rowvalues=[];
       
    end % for b
end % for a

        
lmaxreachable = max(reachablel);
lmean = lsom/counter ; 
lmeanreachable = mean(reachablel);
reachable = counter - unreachable; 
reachabletruel = counter - unreachabletrue;
perc=(reachable/length(lvalues2))*100;
perctrue=(reachabletruel/length(lvalues2))*100;
phi = 40;
l = 6.6;
lhalf = l/2;
d = 2;
r2=(lhalf/tand(phi))-0.5*d;
deltalmax = l-2*((2*r2*phi)/180) = 4;
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These three triggers or levers were designed. They all have specific characteristics, which are listed below. These triggers can all be placed inside the first foam model 
that was developed.
Lever 1:
• Only one finger needed, other fingers for stabilising
• No ring, meaning easy removal of the finger
• Second finger can however help with closing
• More fingers will fit, especially when designed with an increasing width over the length

Lever 2:
• 2 fingers can be used to open/close
• Facilitates pinching between two fingers
• Can also be made to tilt (instead of slide)

Lever 3:
• Classic scissor ring
• Both fingers could be used?
• Not-used finger should not be squashed 

Appendix 2.3: Second generation ideation
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General notes
• Handle is too short
• Handle bottom is too angled
• ‘butt’ of the handle is too pointy
• Could be thinner
• No place to put the index finger
• If the joystick would be in-line with the shaft, it does not line up with the thumb comfortably. 
 o The pad will probably be angled.
 o The joystick could be placed a little higher

Trigger 1
• Unclear where the index finger should rest
• Middle finger is most suitable for the end-effector
• Ring finger is a bit in the way
• Ring is too ‘thick’
• Ring is too big
• Lever could be a bit longer (ring should be further away)

Trigger 2
• Very simple and comfortable
• Wrong finger though, easier to do with middle finger so bottom two fingers can be used for 
stability
• Important to determine perfect hinge location

Trigger 3
• ‘rings’ are way too large
• The middle part is nice for stability
• It not as easy to pull it out straight, it should be hinged
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Introductory text
Vandaag zal de tweede handvat evaluatie plaatsvinden. De schacht is nog 
niet functioneel en de volledige ervaring zal dus nog niet realistisch zijn. Ik 
heb echter een taak bedacht met het oefenhoofd, met een endoscoop, om 
een zo realistisch mogelijk gebruik van het handvat te simuleren. Het doel 
van de test is het evalueren van de handvat concepten op het gebied van  
de eerder geidentificeerde gebruikers Eisen, zoals comfort, gebruik met één 
hand en stabiliteit. In grote lijnen zijn dat de volgende stappen.
Ik wil vragen om toestemming om alles te filmen en u ook vragen om 
hardop te denken.

Stappen onderzoeker
1. M: position head
2. M: Connect endoscope
3. Fasten screen at correct height
4. Prepair next concept
5. Check camera

Stappen gebruiker (voor elk concept)
1. Breng de endoscoop in
2. Breng het instrument in
3. Identificeer “tumor” 
4. Manipuleer de “tumor” voor ~10 sec, doe hierbij alsof de knoppen  
 functioneel zijn. Probeer vooral de knoppen tegelijk de gebruiken
5. Evaluatie vragen beantwoorden over specifieke concept, graag uw  
 antwoorden toelichten

Questionnaire questions
- Hoe is het algehele comfort op een schaal van 1-5 (1-heel slecht comfort, 
5-heel goed comfort)?
- Hoe is het comfort van de pols?
- Hoe is het comfort van de vinger posities?

- Hoe is het comfort van de arm houding?
- Hoe beinvloedt het ontwerp de totale houding?
- Is het concept goed te gebruiken met één hand?
- Hoeveel beweging voelde u in het gehele instrument tijdens gebruik? Waar 
kwam dat door?
- Was de “pad” van de joystick comfortabel? Waarom?
- Was het gebruik van de rotatieknop comfortable met betrekking tot de 
locatie van de knop
- Was het gebruik van de “trekker” comfortabel tegelijk met het sturen, of is 
een lock system nodig
- Is het gebruik van het concept op deze wijze (freehand) mogelijk, of heeft 
u fixatie nodig?
- Is het openen van de “trekker” net zo comfortable als het sluiten?
Eind evaluatie

- Welk concept heft uw voorkeur?
- Welke trekker heft uw voorkeur?
- Welke joystick “pad” heeft uw voorkeur? (plaatjes)
- Welke joystick “kom” heft uw voorkeur?

Andere vragen
- Met welke lichtsterkte opereert u en heeft u ooit problemen met 
zichtbaarheid door gebrek aan contrast

 

Appendix 2.5: Test protocol 2nd generationAppendix 2.4: 2nd generation prototypes

3D print Concept 1 3D print Concept 2 3D print Concept 3

3D print Concept 4 3D print Concept 5
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Thinking aloud
Pros:
1. Comfortable when static
Cons:
1. Difficult to rotate the shaft due to size/width of the rotation 
knob as well as the type of motion
2. Based on the assumption that rotation is not needed very 
often
3. Weird shape

Concept 5
Observations
Pros:
1. Stable
Cons:
1. Using the trigger can cause some move-ment in the whole 
device

Thinking aloud
Pros:
1. Comfortable
Cons:
1. Operating the rotation knob is quite difficult

Appendix 2.6: Results 2nd generation evaluation
Concept 1
Observations
Pros:
1. Stable
2. Simple
3. Two fingers to always stabilise
Cons:
1. The index finger resting spot is less pro-nounced than intended

Thinking aloud
Pros:
1. Comfortable, also during use of controls
2. Best trigger shape: accommodates for most finger sizes, opening movement is 
counteracted by two fingers (instead of one, like in concept 1)
3. Critical movements comes from index finger and thumb
Cons:
1. The ring is unnecessary and makes the size of the user’s hand more critical
2. The rotation knob is not wide enough

Concept 2
Observations
Pros:
1. None, the whole plan of stable bottom and functional top did not work in dr. 
Hoving’s opinion
Cons:
1. Less intuitive

Thinking aloud
Pros:
1. Finger slots are nice
Cons:
1. Not making use of most stable fingers
2. Little too much spread in the hand

Concept 3

Observations
Pros:
1. Possibility to clamp between the fingers
2. Natural hand position
3. Not clear at first how to open and close the end-effector
Cons:
1. The pinky is the only finger counter acting the opening motion of the ring- and 
middle finger, while it is not strong and difficult to control independently from the 
ring finger.

Thinking aloud
Pros:
1. Extremely stable, as every finger has its own slot.
2. Good size and volume
3. Simple
5. Simulated “lag” in the joystick is good, as it also contributes to stability (no 
unwanted movements)
6. Physiological hand position, no tension
7. If needed, the handle allows for counter pressure if it was needed to press the 
joystick
Cons:
1. The fitting is very critical with the T-shaped handle.
2. In this design, the rotation knob is not wide enough
3. The rotation knob is almost too far away
5. Can’t rotate and “cut” at the same time, as the index finger is needed for 
stability

Concept 4
Observations
Pros:
1. Stable
2. Neutral wrist
Cons:
1. Unintuitive finger placement
2. Struggle to remove fingers
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Appendix 2.7: Iterations of the mechanism
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Appendix 2.9: Assembly protocol
1. The tip comes assembled, with core cable welded to shaft tip interface
2. Thread core cable through .5mm spring
3. Thread core cable through tube
4. Secure with epoxy
5. Insert lower slider beam pin in frame

6. Install slider on sliderbeam: plastic greasing can be used to let this bearing run moore smoothly, although it is probably better to apply after installing the cables 
and springs.

7. Thread steering cables through .5mm springs, this can be done under the microscope for easier insertion.

Appendix 2.8: Final prototype sketches
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15. Arrange steering cables in designated gutters

16. Pull tight and straight the steering cables

17. Place that in gluing tool 
18. Remove glueing tool
19. Insert other pin
20. Insert lever pin

21. Assemble the joystick by inserting the spring

22. Place joystick on cable guide and place whole in handle

23. Insert levers

8. Place slider beam plus slider in frame, this is only possible when 
the slider is completely slid back towards the hinge sphere
9. Thread core tube through hole in slider

10. Thread steering cables through slider beam

11. Place that in gluing tool

12. Screw core tube secured

13. Thread steering cables through cable guide

14. Place steering sphere between cables
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Appendix 2.10: Bill of  materials

# 
(sub 
assem

bly) 
nam

e 

le�
er 

Part nam
e 

Prototype 
m

aterial 
W

eight 
[g] 

Product m
aterial 

 

1 
Body 

a 
 

Form
labs resin 

23.7 
PC 

 

b 
 

Form
labs resin 

23.7 
PC 

 

2 
Trigger 

Form
labs resin 

20.1 
 

 

3 
Ro�culator 

a 
Ro�culatorR 

Form
labs resin 

 
6.8 

 
 

b 
Ro�culatorL 

6.9 
 

 

4 
Levers 

a 
LeverR 

PM
M

A 
 

1.24 
W

ould probably 
be integrated 
w

ith the trigger 

 

b 
LeverL 

1.24 
 

5 
Sliding 
m

echanism
 

a 
Slider 

Form
labs resin 

2.1 
PC 

 
b 

SliderBeam
 

Form
labs resin 

5.2 
PC 

 
5 

Posi�oning 
pins 

a 
Pin1 

Stainless steel 
 

.1 
AISI 304 

 
b 

Pin2 
.1 

AISI 304 
 

c 
Pin3 

.1 
AISI 304 

 
d 

Spacer 
.1 

PC 
 

6 
Joys�ck 

a 
SteeringSphere 

Form
labs resin 

.3 
PC 

 

b 
CableGuide 

Form
labs resin 

.3 
Transparent PC 

 

c 
Thum

bSpring 
Spring steel 

.5 
PC 

 
d 

Joys�ck 
Form

labs resin 
2.6 

PC 
 

e 
O

verm
old 

Sillicone 
rubber 

.6 
Sillicone rubber 

 

7 
Sha�

 
a 

O
uterTube 

AISI 304 
2.1 

AISI 304 
 

b 
CoreTube 

AISI 304 
.4 

AISI 304 
 

c-h 
LasercutContours 

AISI 304 
5x0.01 

AISI 304 
 

i 
CoreCable 

AISI 304 
.5 

AISI 304 
 

j 
CoreSpring 

Spring steel 
.9 

Spring steel 
 

k-v 
SteeringCables 

AISI 304 
12x.1 

AISI 304 
 

8 
Tip 

a 
Jaw

R 
Stainless Steel 
?  

0.03 
AISI 316L - 
1.4432  
(X2CrN

iM
o17-

12-3) 

 

b 
Jaw

L 
0.03 

AISI 316L - 
1.4432  
(X2CrN

iM
o17-

12-3) 

 

c 
TipAdaptor 

0.01 
AISI 316L - 
1.4432  
(X2CrN

iM
o17-

12-3) 

 

d 
TipAxel 

0 
AISI 316L - 
1.4432  
(X2CrN

iM
o17-

12-3) 

 

e 
Sha�TipInterface 

0.02 
AISI 316L - 
1.4432  
(X2CrN

iM
o17-

12-3) 

 

9 
Screw

s 
a 

Screw
1 

Stock part 
? 

? 
? 

b 
Screw

2 
 

 
 

BodyShellL

BodyShellR

24. Apply glue

25. Place first half of the roticulator and apply glue

26. Place other half of the roticulator and apply more glue through the glue hole

27. Place other shell half and screw
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Appendix 3.1: Injection Molding results

PART 3: Evaluation
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Appendix 3.2: Full results usability test

Participant 1
• Roticulator is too far away
• Handle too long
• Intuitive controls
Participant 2
• Not a lot of thinking aloud, thought it was fun to use
• Handle was appropriate size
• Handles the device smoothly and seemingly skillfully
Participant 3
• Wants to use the hook to put the thumb through it (like dr. Hoving)
• Uses a second hand to stabilise
• Weird that the steering is mirrored (with the joystick)
Participant 4
• Very nice movement, more movement in the tip than expected
• No clue how to hold it
• Uses the hook to clamp the thumb for extra stability
• Fun to use
Participant 5
• Difficult to see on the footage, but held the handle horizontally
• States that using the minop dummy, squeezing the handle comes from two directions, making it harder to prevent  
 movement, especially angular movement. In the new design, the whole handle can be kept still with the hand, while  
 only subtly moving the trigger with one or two fingers.
Participant 6
• The width and not the length is problematic; all controls have nice dimensions and work smoothly, it is just difficult to 
reach over the distance between the pad of the thumb and the tip of the middle finger, to open the end-effector
• States the use is very clear

• Squeezes little finger between trigger and handle
• From observation, hand size seems perfect
• Fun to use
Participant 7
• States that opening the trigger/end-effector is more difficult than closing
• From observation, hand size seems perfect
• Moves in and out of the trocar a lot
• Angles wrist in a weird way, not clear whether that is because of the handle or the maybe the table height.
Participant 8
• Tries all the buttons in a lot of ways
• Uses the hook to clamp the thumb for extra stability
• States it is much easier and more precise than the Minop dummy
• Uses a second hand to stabilise
• Fun to use
Participant 9
• Holds the handle very high up, to use the middle of the thumb instead of the pad/tip to operate the joystick.
• Wants to wrap whole hand around the handle instead of use the wide bottom part with a spread grip.
• Very scared to damage the prototype so very careful
Participant 10
• Only left handed participant!
• Uses the hook to clamp the thumb for extra stability
• Fun to use
• Has to get used to mirrored movement
• Uses two fingers over the trigger and the ring finger inside the trigger
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Appendix 3.3: Full results stability test
  

Variabele 1: New 
instrument movement 2 

Variabele 1: Minop 
movement 2 

Gemiddelde 0.123213337 0.182753191 
Varian�e 0.002815472 0.007244425 
Waarnemingen 11 11 
Gepaarde varia�e 0.005029948  
Scha�ng van verschil tussen 
gemiddelden 0  
Vrijheidsgraden 20  
T- sta�s�sche gegevens -1.968826057  
P(T<=t) eenzijdig 0.031493701  
Kri�ek gebied van T-toets: 
eenzijdig 1.724718243  
P(T<=t) tweezijdig 0.062987401  
Kri�ek gebied van T-toets: 
tweezijdig 2.085963447   

  

Minop 
movement 
type 1 and 

3 

New 
instrument 
movement 
type 1 and 

3 
Gemiddelde 0.06636 0.042684 
Varian�e 0.000434 0.000223 
Waarnemingen 10 10 
Gepaarde varia�e 0.000329  
Scha�ng van verschil tussen gemiddelden 0  
Vrijheidsgraden 18  
T- sta�s�sche gegevens 2.920148  
P(T<=t) eenzijdig 0.004569  
Kri�ek gebied van T-toets: eenzijdig 1.734064  
P(T<=t) tweezijdig 0.009139  
Kri�ek gebied van T-toets: tweezijdig 2.100922   

BME Articles
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B: BME Thesis article

See external PDF “Article - Steerable neuroendoscopic biopsy forceps expanding the reach”See external PDF “Literature study Design freedom and theoretical framework of steerable instrument for 
intraventricular neuroendoscopy”

A: BME Literature study


